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Abstract. A tuple t1 of relation R subsumes tuple t2 of R, with respect
to a query Q if for every database, tuple t1 derives all, and possibly
more, answers to query Q than derived by tuple t2. Therefore, the sub-
sumed tuple t2 can be ignored with respect to Q in the presence of tuple
t1 in relation R. This property �nds use in a large number of prob-
lems. For instance: during query optimization subsumed tuples can be
ignored thereby avoiding the computation of redundant answers; the size
of cached information in distributed and object oriented systems can be
reduced by omitting subsumed tuples; constraints need not be checked
and rules need not be recomputed when provably subsumed updates are
made. We give algorithms for deciding e�ciently when a tuple subsumes
another tuple for queries that use arbitrary mathematical functions. We
characterize queries for which, whenever a set of tuples T subsumes a
tuple t then one of the tuples in T also subsumed t, yielding e�ciently
veri�able cases of subsumption.

1 Introduction

We discuss and formalize the property of subsumption in this paper. Subsump-
tion, intuitively, is the identi�cation of the tuples of a database that do not
\contribute" to the result of a query. Subsumption is a powerful optimization
technique for a variety of problems. In the introduction we give some examples
to illustrate and motivate the use of subsumption. The �rst example illustrates
the use of subsumption to optimize integrity constraint checking.

Example 1. This example is from [GW93]. Consider an employee-department re-
lational database with two relations:

EMP(E; D; S) % employee number E in department D has salary S

DEPT(D; MS) % some manager in department D has salary MS

Consider a constraint on the database which asserts that every employee earns
less than every manager in the same department. This constraint is expressed
as a conjunctive query C [Ull89] such that if C derives panic the constraint is
violated:

C: panic :{ emp(E;D; S) & dept(D;MS) & S � MS.

We use upper case letters to refer to the relation corresponding to a particular
predicate. For instance, EMP refers to the relation corresponding to predicate emp.



Suppose tuple emp(e1; d1; 50) is inserted into relation EMP. Constraint C will be
violated if department d1 has a manager whose salary is � 50. However, suppose
department d1 already has an employee whose salary is 100. Since constraint C
is not violated before the insertion, we can infer that no manager in d1 earns as
little as 100, and therefore emp(e1; d1; 50) does not violate constraint C. We say
tuple emp(e2; d1; 100) subsumes tuple emp(e1; d1; 50) with respect to constraint
query C.

Consider a scenario where the relation DEPT is expensive to access or not
accessible at all. Let tuple � be inserted into EMP. If some existing tuple in EMP

subsumes � then constraint C can be checked using only relation EMP without
accessing DEPT.

[GW93, GSUW94] build a theory that uses subsumption to verify integrity
constraints that are expressable as Select-Project-Join statements that use arith-
metic inequalities. The techniques developed there often lead to more e�cient
constraint checking than naive strategies that do not exploit subsumption. This
is especially true in distributed systems and heterogeneous systems where some
relations may be very expensive or impossible to access. However, the results
in those papers do not extend to queries that use arbitrary mathematical ex-
pressions. In addition, in this paper we characterize subsumption in a noncom-
putational way that yields insight into the problem and opens new avenues for
identifying classes of constraints and updates for which subsumption holds. Now
we illustrate other applications of subsumption.

Example 2. Consider a distributed database where the relation EMP is on site 1
and DEPT is on site 2. Let site 2 use view bad dept de�ned as follows:

C: bad dept(D) :{ emp(E;D; S) & dept(D;MS) & S �MS.

Let site 2 cache the relation EMP for answering queries on view bad dept. If
relation EMP has tuples emp(e1; d1; 100) and emp(e2; d1; 50) then both tuples
need not be cached in order to answer queries on view bad dept. In particular
emp(e2; d1; 50) can be dropped from the cache. In general, all subsumed tuples
can be dropped from the cache resulting in a smaller cached relation. The tuples
that are not subsumed by any other tuple constitute the representative relation.
The representative relation for emp will be referred to as empr. Additionally, if
relation EMP is updated on site 1 and if a subsumed tuple is inserted or deleted,
then the cache on site 2 need not be updated!

Example 3. Consider view bad dept de�ned in Example 2. Note, the view has
the same body as the constraint in Example 1 except that the head has arity
1 and not 0. Just as in Example 1, it is straightforward to observe that tuple
emp(e1; d1; 100) subsumes tuple emp(e2; d1; 50) with respect to view bad dept.
Hence, if tuple emp(e2; d1; 50) is inserted into relation EMP and if the relation has
a subsuming tuple, then the view update decision can be made without accesing
relation DEPT.

Finally, tuple subsumption can be used in query optimization. The notion
of subsumption can be pushed into a query at optimization time. Hence, each



relation can be reduced to its representative relation before the relation partici-
pates in a join. Techniques currently used, like pushing selections down the query
tree and the use of semi-join algorithms are instances of this general concept of
subsumption. We can do more: in Example 3 the property of subsumption can
be used to replace relation EMP(E;D; S) by

De�ne empr as select D;max(S) from emp groupby(D) .

and to replace relation DEPT(D;MS) by

De�ne deptr as select D;min(MS) from dept groupby(D) .

The representative relations can be used instead of the original relations to com-
pute bad dept. Note, the representative relations empr and deptr need not be
explicitly de�ned or materialized; rather the aggregation can be pushed into the
original query yielding an alternative query plan for the optimizer to choose from.
Thus, subsumption based query rewriting may introduce aggregate predicates in
a query that originally did not use aggregation. This rewrite can be done au-
tomatically using the theory of subsumption. It has been shown in [CS94] that
pushing aggregate subgoals down a query tree often results in more e�cient
plans than the original plan. Thus, we have reason to believe that introducing
aggregate subgoals can result in signi�cant savings; often reducing a O(n2) time
query to an O(n) query.

We formally de�ne subsumption later in the paper. For now it is su�cient to
de�ne it as follows: consider a query Q on a database consisting of a known set of
tuples ftig in relation R and some unknown relations �S. Now let us augment the
relation R with a tuple t. If the answer to query Q does not change, independent
of the values of the relations �S, we say that tuple t is subsumed by the set of
tuples ftig with respect to query Q.

STS Property Consider a query Q and tuple t such that the following property
holds: t is subsumed by a set of tuples fti; 1 � i � ng if and only if t is subsumed
by one of the tuples tj ; 1 � j � n in the set. For such cases we say that single
tuple subsumption is the strongest possible check and that the tuple t has the
STS property with respect to query Q. Or in the language of [GSUW94] we say
that single tuple subsumption is the \complete local check"3. In the examples
given earlier all the tuples had the STS property with respect to the queries
considered. The following example is an instance where the STS property does
not hold. In such cases we say that multiple tuple subsumption (MTS) holds.

MTS Property Consider a database that stores points (on the number line) in
relation P and line segments in relation L. Let view free point contain those
points that are not part of any line segment. Let a line segment l1 be inserted
into relation L. If l1 is a subsegment of some other segment l2 that is already in
relation L then we can infer that l2 subsumes l1 with respect to view free point

and that the view stays unchanged. We can make the same inference if l1 is a
subsegment of (is subsumed by) the union of two line segments l2 and l3. In

3 Completeness is formally de�ned in [GSUW94]



general, l1 could be a subsegment of the union of an arbitrary number of existing
lines segments without being a subsegment of any one of them. Note, single tuple
subsumption is a degenerate case of MTS and is always a su�cient check though
possibly not the strongest (complete) check. The STS property refers to cases
where single tuple subsumption is the complete check, i.e., the \if and only if"
condition stated before holds.

Inferring subsumption by multiple tuples is computationally more expensive
than inferring subsumption by a single tuple: checking for MTS may be exponen-
tially more expensive than checking for STS. More importantly, the MTS check
may not be expressable in the query language of the database. For instance,
for the point-line example above, the general MTS check may use an arbitrary
number of tuples and thus checking MTS may involve iterating/recursing over
the entire database. Such a check cannot be expressed in a �rst order language
and thus cannot be written as a SQL query (unless some recursive or iterative
construct is used). On the other hand, a single tuple check (be it just su�cient
or complete) can be written as a single SQL query. We believe STS will lead to
e�cient optimizations for the applications given earlier.

Thus it is useful to identify classes of queries for which the STS property
holds and can be evaluated e�ciently.

We consider integrity constraints, 0-ary queries and for these queries we char-
acterize STS in terms of the existence of a \distinguished point". This charac-
terization is a powerful result as it reduces the problem of determining if a
k-dimensional unsafe region is contained in a union of m unsafe regions to the
problem of determining if a point in k-dimensions is contained in one of m k-
dimensional regions.

The above characterization enables us to identify classes of queries that use
arbitrary mathematical functions as subgoals and for which it is computationally
feasible to check STS. The existential characterization holds for a larger class
of constraints than those for which we can compute the distinguished point.
[GSUW94] considered the problem of checking the STS property for Select-
Project-Join statements that use arithmetic comparison operators <;�; >;�;=.
The results in [GSUW94] are an example of the more powerful abstraction of
the distinguished point, introduced in this paper. Also [GSUW94] considered the
restricted case where the STS property holds for a given constraint but does not
consider constraints where the STS property may hold for a constraint and a
particular tuple but not for the same constraint and some other tuple.

The results of this paper enable subsumption to be checked for queries that
use functions like distance, volume, and other more complicated mathemati-
cal functions. Such functions appear often in constraint and query speci�ca-
tions [TH93]. Therefore, we need a general theory that deals with subsumption
in the presence of arbitrary arithmetic constraints. For instance, consider the
following example:

Example 4. Consider a factory oor with a robotic arm that is hinged at one
end and rotates in a two dimensional plane. The free end of the arm de�nes
a circular locus. However, the arm does not have 360o rotational freedom. The
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Fig. 1. Figure for Example 4

shaded area in Figure 1 shows the area of inuence of the arm.

The factory also has obstacles, like machines, that interfere with the robot's
arm if the obstacle is placed close enough to the arm such that some point in the
obstacle lies in the shaded area for the arm. We will represent these obstacles as
points in the two dimensional plane of motion of the robot arm.

One of the constraints in the above scenario is that an obstacle should not
be placed in a position where it can interfere with the arm. This constraint can
be represented as the following query that derives the fact panic whenever the
constraint is violated.

C: panic :{ arm(R;Z) & obstacle(O;X; Y ) & R2� (X2+Y 2) & X�Z.

We assume that the arm is hinged at [0; 0] in the [X;Y ] plane. For exam-
ple, obstacle(o; 40; 30) says that the point obstacle o is at position [40; 30].
arm(20;�10) says that the arm of robot has radius 20 and that the arm does
not go beyond [�10; Y ] along the X axis (the line connecting points a and b in
the �gure).

In this paper, we consider queries that use arbitrary mathematical functions.
We develop theory and algorithms to determine when a tuple subsumes another
tuple with respect to a query. We reduce checking for the STS property to a root
�nding problem and thus show that the STS property depends on the query as
well as the subsumed tuple: for a given query only some tuples may satisfy the
STS property. We provide a characterization of the STS property for a large
class of constraints and also give a su�cient condition for a very general class of
constraints.



Paper Outline Section 2 introduces some preliminary notation. Section 3 gives
the geometric intuition for single and multiple tuple subsumption. Section 4
describes the class of queries that we will consider. Section 5 has the main results
of the paper. We characterize subsumption for the constraint language de�ned
before and give necessary and su�cient conditions for an inserted tuple to satisfy
the STS property. We also give su�cient conditions for single tuple subsumption.
In the following sections we focus on integrity constraints for simplicity; the
results extend to views. We also use the term subsumption henceforth to stand
for STS unless otherwise speci�ed.

2 Preliminaries

The integrity constraints of concern in this paper are of the form

C: panic :{ l( �Y ) & r1( �Z1) & r2( �Z2) & : : : & rp( �Zp) & A.

where l is the subgoal with a local predicate (relation), the ris are subgoals
with distinct remote predicates (relations) and A is a conjunction of arithmetic
subgoals that relate the attributes of l and ris No ri is the same as l or any other
rj . Tuples are inserted into relation L and the question of interest is whether some
existing tuple(s) in L subsumes the inserted tuples such that the truth value of
C remains unchanged. If the answer to the above question is \yes", then the
remote relations, that represent inaccessible or expensive information, need not
be accessed. The query on the local relation that is used to express the question
of subsumption is referred to as the local check.

We denote the set �Z1[: : :[ �Zp by �Z. The variables in �Y and �Z are distinct. In
order to represent shared attributes between l and ri the corresponding variables
in �Y and �Zi are made equal explicitly in A. Thus for each equijoin there is an
equality constraint in A.

It is in A that we are most interested. In this paper we consider A, a con-
junction of arithmetic constraints, to be of the following form:

f1( �Z) op1 g1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) opk gk( �Y ).

Here the gis and fis are functions that take on all real values and are continuous
over their domain. The variables �Y and �Z are vectors of reals. Each opi is either
� or =. This choice of opi is su�cient to model most operators, since we can
change the fis and gis. Note however, we cannot model the 6= operator.

For clarity of exposition we will assume that op is �. The analysis is similar
when we allow op to be = (Section 5.3). Thus, the arithmetic subgoals A is:

f1( �Z) � g1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) � gk( �Y ).

For a given integrity constraint C, the update we will consider is the insertion
of tuple l(y1; : : : ; yn) into relation L. The inserted tuple is also denote by l(�y).

3 Geometric Intuition for Subsumption

If tuple l(y1; : : : ; yn) is inserted into the local relation integrity constraint C

may be violated. Tuple l(�y) may be substituted into C to obtain a partially



instantiated constraint violation condition C(�y). Consider an instantiation �z of
the variables �Z that occur in the remote relations. If the instantiation �z makes
C(�y) true, then �z violates constraint C with tuple l(�y). The set of all such values
of variables �Z that violate the constraint with l(�y) de�ne the \unsafe" region of
the remote database given tuple l(�y). The unsafe region de�ned by a tuple l(�y)
is obtained by computing the gi(�y) in A, resulting in a set of constraints on �Z.
Any �z which satis�es this set of constraints belongs to the unsafe region of l(�y).
For example, for the tuple arm(20;�10) in Example 4, the unsafe region for the
remote relation obstacle is given by the shaded area in Figure 1. Geometrically,
the unsafe region is de�ned by the surfaces fi( �Z) � gi(�y).

For some tuples l(y1; : : : ; yn) the unsafe region is empty, which means that
no r(�z) can violate integrity constraint C with tuple l(y1; : : : ; yn). Such tuples
can be inserted into the local database without any constraint checking and are
known as independent updates [LS93].

If the tuple to be inserted de�nes a nonempty unsafe region, we must check
that there is no remote tuple r(�z) such that �z lies in the unsafe region. We can
query the remote database and determine if such a tuple r(�z) exists. However,
we may be able to avoid this remote access if we use the information available
in the local database by using subsumption. In particular, if the unsafe regions
of a set of existing tuples contain the unsafe region of the inserted tuple, we can
conclude that the inserted tuple does not violate constraint C if the constraint
was not violated before. The conclusion can be reached as follows. If a remote
tuple violates C with the inserted tuple, i.e., lies in the unsafe region for the
inserted tuple then the remote tuple also lies in the unsafe region of some existing
tuple. Thus, if we assume that the integrity constraint was not violated before
the insertion then we are guaranteed that no such remote tuple exists.

The STS property holds if whenever the unsafe region U of the inserted
tuple is contained in the unsafe regions of a set of existing tuples then region
U is contained completely in the unsafe region of at least one of the existing
tuples. This case is of great practical interest, since the subsumption check looks
for only one tuple rather than various subsets of an arbitrarily large set of tuples.
The check can therefore be represented using �rst order language constructs.

In general, subsumption depends on the tuple to be inserted: for a given
integrity constraint it may be the case that for only some of the inserted tuples
subsumption is the complete local check4. Subsumption being the complete local
check is equivalent to the existence of what we call a \distinguished" point.
We show that when the inequalities in the integrity constraint speci�cation are
replaced by equalities, and the resulting equations are solved, the existence of a
solution implies that subsumption is the complete local check. The solution is a
distinguished point. Some of the constraints obtained by the instantiation of A
may be \degenerate," i.e., not contribute to the unsafe region. Such degenerate
constraints are eliminated from the set of equations, resulting in a di�erent set
of equations to be solved. Then subsumption is characterized by there being a
solution to the smaller set of equations. We formalize the idea of degenerate

4 Recall that subsumption refers single tuple subsumption



equations later in the paper.

4 Notation

Given integrity constraint C, and inserted tuple l(y1; : : : ; yn) the conjunction of
arithmetic subgoals A can be instantiated with l(�y) to obtain the following:

f1( �Z) � g1(�y) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) � gk(�y).

Let xi refer to gi(�y) for 1 � i � k. For a given constraint C, we represent the
above set of constraints on �Z by [x1; : : : ; xk]. If there exists tuples ri(�zi); 1� i�p
such that �z satis�es the constraints denoted by [x1; : : : ; xk] then inserting tuple
l(�y) will violate constraint C.

De�nition1. Region We de�ne Region(x1; : : : ; xk) to be the unsafe region as-
sociated with l(�y) i.e., the set of all �z that satisfy the constraints given by
[x1; : : : ; xk].

�z 2 Region(x1; : : : ; xk), f1(�z) � x1; : : : ; fk(�z) � xk.

Since we consider only one integrity constraint C, all the unsafe regions in our
analysis are obtained by instantiatiating the same A with di�erent values for the
variables �Y i.e., with di�erent tuples of relation L. We use the terms R;S; : : :
to refer to these regions. In other words region R is Region(v1; : : : ; vk) for some
[v1; : : : ; vk].

De�nition2. � The relationship � between di�erent instantiations of A is
de�ned as:

[x1; : : : ; xk] � [v1; : : : ; vk], x1 � v1; : : : ; xk � vk.

Lemma3.

[x1; : : : ; xk] � [v1; : : : ; vk]) Region(x1; : : : ; xk) � Region(v1; : : : ; vk).

De�nition4. Distinguished point For a region R, �z 2 R is said to be a distin-
guished point of R if:

8S; �z 2 S ) R � S.

where R and S are regions obtained from the same constraint C.

In Example 4, a and b are the distinguished points of the unsafe region (refer
Figure 1).

De�nition5. Subsumption as the complete local check Consider the inserted
tuple l(�y) and let R = Region(g1(�y); : : : ; gk(�y)). Subsumption is the complete
local check for this insertion if the following condition holds:

R � S1 [ � � � [ Sn ) 9j; 1 � j � n : R � Sj .

where R;S1; : : : ; Sn are regions obtained from the same constraint C.



5 Results

5.1 Existentially Characterizing Subsumption

Theorem6. Consider constraint C of the form de�ned in Section 2 and let tuple

l(�y) be inserted into relation L. Subsumption is the complete local check for C

on inserting l(�y) if and only if for xi = gi(�y); 1� i� k, Region(x1; : : : ; xk) has
a distinguished point.

Theorem 6 is proved in the full version of the paper. It is a very general theo-
rem and does not depend on the expressive power of the constraint language for
its validity. The theorem reduces the problem of determining if a k-dimensional
unsafe region is contained in a union ofm unsafe regions to the problem of deter-
mining if a point in k-dimensions is contained in one of m k-dimensional regions.
If the problem is indeed reducible, the subsumption (STS) property holds and
results in a signi�cant reduction in the complexity of checking subsumption
making subsumption an extremely e�ective optimization in all the applications
mentioned in the introduction.

5.2 Computationally Characterizing Subsumption

The following analysis provides a mechanism for identifying the distinguished
point for a given class of constraints if such a point exists. In general, the exis-
tential characterization of Theorem 6 holds for larger classes of constraints but
we may not be able to syntactically identify all these classes. In this section we
impose a few restrictions on the constraint language. We require that the gis be
independent of one another. That is, given values for any gi1( �Y ); : : : ; gir( �Y ) the
possible range of values for gi( �Y ); i 62 fi1; : : : ; irg is una�ected. In other words
gi( �Y ) can take on all possible real values, independent of the values of the other
gis. Section 5.3 relaxes the independence assumption.

We now de�ne the Max and Eq functions. Recall that for an inserted tuple
l(�y), xi refers to gi(�y); 1� i�k.

De�nition7. Max We de�ne the Max transform as follows:

Max : [x1; : : : ; xk]! [p1; : : : ; pk] .

such that

Region(p1; : : : ; pk) = Region(x1; : : : ; xk) and
8q1; : : : ; qk : fRegion(q1; : : : ; qk) = Region(x1; : : : ; xk)).

[p1; : : : ; pk] � [q1; : : : ; qk]g.

Geometrically we can think of Region(x1; : : : ; xk) as being the \unsafe" region
de�ned by the surfaces fi( �Z) � xi. Now some of these surfaces (constraints)
may be degenerate in that they may not restrict the \unsafe" region at all. The
Max transformmoves these degenerate surfaces to the maximumextent possible
without a�ecting the original unsafe region Region(x1; : : : ; xk). Intuitively, it
corresponds to having these surfaces just \touch" (be tangential to) the unsafe
region. For instance, consider the robot arm of Example 4. If tuple arm(1;�3)
is inserted then the unsafe region [1;�3] is the shaded circle in Figure 2(A).



However, the line x = �3 does not restrict the region. If the Max transform
is applied to [1;�3], the line moves to x = �1 as shown by the dotted line in
Figure 2(B). Max([1;�3]) is computed to be [1;�1].
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De�nition8. Eq We de�ne Eq([x1; : : : ; xk]) to be the set of equations:

fi( �Z) = xi.

We say that Eq([x1; : : : ; xk]) has a solution if there is some �Z = �z such that
Eq([x1; : : : ; xk]) is true.

Theorem9. Consider constraint C of the form de�ned in Section 2 with the

restriction that op is � and the gis are independent. Let tuple l(�y) be inserted into
relation L. Subsumption is the complete local check i� Eq(Max([x1; : : : ; xk])) has
a solution �z, and for xi = gi(�y); 1 � i � k, �z 2 Region(x1; : : : ; xk).

Proof. The intuition for both directions of the proof is based on �z being a dis-
tinguished point of Region(x1; : : : ; xk). The details are given in the full version
of the paper.

5.3 Extensions
We now relax the restrictions imposed on the set of arithmetic inequalities in
constraint C and discuss how Theorem 9 is a�ected. First we consider the case
when the functions gis in the set of arithmetic inequalitiesA are not independent.
In Section 5.3 we consider the case when the gis are bounded and may not take
all values on the real number line. In Section 5.3 we consider the case when the
constraint uses equalities in its set of arithmetic inequalities, i.e., the constraint
uses joins. Finally, in Section 5.3 we state a su�cient condition for subsumption.
Even though we may not have necessary and su�cient conditions, su�cient
conditions are often very useful in using subsumption for constraint checking,
view maintenance, or query optimization.



Dependent gis Theorem 9 is dependent on the constraint language and is con-
tingent on the independence of the gis, i.e., if the gis are not independent the the-
orem does not hold. The existential characterization that ties STS with the exis-
tence of a distinguished point still holds. In addition, it is still the case that for in-
serted tuple l(�y) if Eq(Max([x1; : : : ; xk]) has a solution �z 2 Region(x1; : : : ; xk),
subsumption is the complete check. The proof of this statement is identical to
that for Theorem 9.

However, the converse, that Eq(Max([x1; : : : ; xk]) has to have a solution if
subsumption is the complete check, relies on the independence of the gis. When
the gis are not independent it can be the case that subsumption is the complete
local check and yet there is no solution.

Example 5. An example is the following integrity constraint:

C: panic :{ l(X) & r(Z) & Z � �X & Z � X.

If we wish to insert the local tuple l(x), the relevant equations are

Z = �x and �Z = �x.

These equations have a solution only when x = 0 and the solution is Z =
0 in Region(0; 0). Theorem 9 would indicate that subsumption is the complete
local check only when inserting l(0). Actually, subsumption is the complete local
check for the insertion of any tuple into the local database.

Bounded gis In some cases we may want to bound the values of the functions
gis to be in a �xed interval [ai; bi] rather than let the values range from [�1;1].
In Example 1 for instance, we may wish to add the constraint that all salaries
are positive.

We can augment the original set of arithmetic subgoals A with the subgoals
�ai � �gi and bi � gi for each gi, to get a new set of subgoals A0. A0 satis�es
the format of arithmetic subgoals we have used thus far, since the lower and
upper bound subgoals have left hand sides that are merely constant functions
of the remote variables �Z. Let us order the subgoals of A0 as follows: the �rst k
subgoals are identical to those in A. The k + 1 and k + 2 subgoals correspond
to the lower and upper bounds of g1. The k + 3 and k + 4 subgoals correspond
to the lower and upper bounds of g2 and so on. In general the lower and upper
bound subgoals for gi are subgoals k + 2i � 1 and k + 2i respectively. If A has
k subgoals, A0 has 3k subgoals. When we wish to insert a new tuple l(�y) we
instantiate A0 with the gi( �Y ) values. Now the set of arithmetic constraints is
given by [x1; : : : ; xk;�x1; x1; : : : ;�xk; xk], where xi = gi(�y).
From the discussion given above about dependent gis (which is the case here), if

Eq(Max[x1; : : : ; xk;�x1; x1; : : : ;�xk; xk])

has a solution in the corresponding region, subsumption holds. It can be
shown that

Eq(Max[x1; : : : ; xk;�x1; x1; : : : ;�xk; xk]) = Eq(Max[x1; : : : ; xk])



since the last 2k subgoals have constants on their right hand sides. Hence it
appears that bounded gis behave the same as unbounded gis. However, that is
not the case.

Example 6. Consider the following query:

C: panic :{ l(X;Y ) & r(Z) & Z � X & � Z � �Y .

If we wish to insert a tuple l(x; y) with x < y, we check if Eq(Max[x;�y])
has a solution (note, in this case Max[x;�y] = [x;�y], since neither subgoal
is degenerate). Clearly there is no solution and hence we conclude subsumption
does not hold. This statement is true if X and �Y are unbounded. Consider
now X to be restricted to the interval [a; b]. If we now wish to insert l(b; y) with
b < y we have subsumption, even though Eq(Max[b;�y]) has no solution.

Thus when the gis are bounded, Theorem 9 does not hold as speci�ed. The
de�nitions of Max and Eq need to be modi�ed for the characterization of The-
orem 9 to hold.

Let the upper bound for each gi be bi (the lower bound does not matter).
Max : [x1; : : : ; xk] ! [p1; : : : ; pk] is de�ned as before except if a pi � bi, we

replace pi by the corresponding bi. This guarantees that Max([x1; : : : ; xk]) �
[b1; : : : ; bk] and thus is legal. Eq([x1; : : : ; xk]) is now de�ned to be the set of
equations:

fi( �Z) = xi if xi � bi.
TRUE if xi = bi.

In some sense a subgoal of A does not contribute to the subsumption check if
the inserted tuple has the maximum possible value for the corresponding gi.

With these enhanced de�nitions ofMax and Eq, Theorem 9 holds. The proof
is similar and is not stated here.

Joins Until now we considered arithmetic inequalities of the form fi( �Z) op g1(�y)
where op was restricted to be �. Thus joins were not expressible because implicit
equalities were not allowed in the constraint speci�cation. In this section we show
that the previous restriction was needed only for the sake of simplicity and that
the results extend naturally to the case of joins.

In Example 1 we require that an employee's department be the same as that
of a manager to compare their salaries. Since we do not allow shared attributes,
we rewrite the constraint using an explicit \=" to represent the join.

C: panic :{ emp(E;DE ; S) & dept(DM;MS) & DE=DM & S�MS.

When we permit op to be either � or =, without loss of generality we can write
the arithmetic subgoals A to be:

f1( �Z) = g1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fi( �Z) = gi( �Y ) ^
fi+1( �Z) � gi+1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) � gk( �Y ).

i.e. the �rst i subgoals are the equality constraints and the remaining subgoals
are inequalities. Note, now:

�z 2 Region(x1; : : : ; xk), f1(�z) = x1; : : : ; fi(�z) = xi; fi+1(�z) � xi+1; : : : ; fk(�z) � xk



and

[x1; : : : ; xk] � [v1; : : : ; vk], x1 = v1; : : : ; xi = vi; xi+1 � vi+1; : : : ; xk � vk.

Theorem 9 holds for the above class of constraints also, and the proof is the
same as before (see full version of paper).

A Su�cient Condition For Subsumption We give below a su�cient con-
dition for subsumption to be the complete check. The only requirement for it
to hold is that the arithmetic subgoal, A, can be written in the form given in
Section 2. There are no restrictions on the gis for the above lemma to hold.

Lemma10. Consider the integrity constraint C:

C: panic :{ l( �Y ) & r1( �Z1) & r2( �Z2) & : : : & rp( �Zp) & A.

where A is

f1( �Z op1 g1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) opk gk( �Y ).

Let l(�y) be a tuple inserted into relation L and let xi = gi(�y); 1 � i � k. Sub-

sumption is the complete local check for the inserted tuple if the set of equations:

f1( �Z = g1( �Y ) ^ : : : ^ fk( �Z) = gk( �Y ).

has a solution �z in Region(x1; : : : ; xk),

Proof. Let Region(x1; : : : ; xk) � Region(v11 ; : : : ; v
1
k) [ : : : [ Region(vn1 ; : : : ; v

n
k )

where each �vj represents a tuple of relation L. That is, the multiple subsumption
property holds for the inserted tuple l(�y). Now consider a particular point �z in
the unsafe region for l(�y).

�z 2 Region(x1; : : : ; xk)) 9j : �z 2 Region(vj1; : : : ; v
j

k).
% i.e., �z must be in the unsafe region for some tuple �vj.

a: ) 8i; fi(�z) � v
j
i % that is, the arithmetic subgoals A must be satis�able

given �z and �vj .

If the conditions of the lemma hold, then fi(�z) = xi. Therefore, substituting xi
for fi(�z) in (a) we obtain:

8i; xi � v
j
i

) [x1; : : : ; xk] � [vj1; : : : ; v
j

k]

) Region(x1; : : : ; xk) � Region(vj1; : : : ; v
j
k).

Thus subsumption is the complete local check.

6 An Example

Consider the integrity constraint C1:

C1: panic :{ emp(D;SE ; OT;Rate) & manager(D;SM ; Bonus) &
SM � SE & Bonus � OT �Rate.

We can rewrite C1 this in the our constraint language as follows:

C1: panic :{ emp(DE ; SE ; OT;Rate) & manager(DM ; SM ; Bonus) &
DM = DE & SM � SE & � Bonus � �OT �Rate.



Now let's say we want to insert emp(\sales"; 30000; 400; 30) into the local emp
database. We �rst compute the gis (the functions that appear on the right-hand-
side of the arithmetic subgoals above):

g1(emp(\sales"; 30000; 400; 30)) = \sales".
g2(emp(\sales"; 30000; 400; 30)) = 30000.
g3(emp(\sales"; 30000; 400; 30)) = �12000.

Now we check if there can be a manager tuple that can cause a constraint
violation; we check to see if the unsafe region Region(\sales"; 30000;�12000)
is empty. In this case we �nd it is not empty: A sales manager who earns more
than 30000 but who has a bonus less than 12000 would cause a violation. If
the unsafe region was empty we could have gone ahead and inserted the tuple
without any further checks. Thus, we proceed by checking if subsumption is the
complete local check. We �nd it is, since the solutionDM = \sales", SM = 30000
and Bonus = 12000 satis�es Lemma 10. We now query the emp database to
�nd if there is any emp(DE ; SE ; OT;Rate), such that [DE ; SE ;�OT � Rate] �
[\sales"; 30000;�12000]. If there is one such tuple (a sales employee who earned
less than 30000 but made more than 12000 in overtime wages) already in the
database, then inserting the new tuple will not violate constraint C1. If no such
tuple exists in the DB, then we require a conventional constraint check that
queries the manager relation.

For this constraint C1, we can determine that subsumption is the complete
check for all tuples to be inserted. So we can parameterize the inserted tuple and
derive an SQL query at compile time such that this query is the complete local
check for subsumption.

7 Conclusions

We considered the property of subsumption, i.e., when can a tuple be ignored
with respect to a query given some other tuples in the same relation. Subsump-
tion �nds many uses: in intelligent caching, in query optimization, in optimizing
integrity constraint checking, and in e�cient incremental view maintenance. We
illustrate these uses and then give the intuition behind subsumption. We consider
multiple tuple subsumption (when many tuples together subsume one tuple) and
single tuple subsumption (when just one tuple is su�cient to subsume another
tuple). We are especially interested in the latter case because it is the more prac-
tical case and can be implemented using �rst order languages like SQL without
recursion.

We consider integrity constraints, 0-ary queries, in this paper in order to sim-
plify our analysis. For a large class of such queries we characterize subsumption
in terms of the existence of a \distinguished point". This characterization is a
powerful result as it reduces the problem of determining if a k-dimensional unsafe
region is contained in a union of m unsafe regions to the problem of determining
if a point in k-dimensions is contained in one of m k-dimensional regions.

The above characterization enables us to identify classes of queries that use
arbitrary mathematical functions as subgoals and for which subsumption is com-
putationally feasible. That is, the existential characterization holds for a larger



class of constraints than those for which we can compute the distinguished point.
This result enables us to generate automatic query rewrite and view maintenance
algorithms for such queries.

By providing a formal basis for subsumption we hope to identify, apply and
possibly unify optimization techniques in the many areas mentioned in the in-
troduction. In particular, query optimization is a promising application for sub-
sumption, since we can now automatically generate aggregate subgoals during
query rewriting. We are also currently exploring how results from computational
geometry can yield e�cient subsumption checking algorithms. The intuition in
Section 3 gives an idea of how geometry results tie into subsumption. We are
looking at other ways of correlating subsumption with properties of mathemati-
cal functions. For instance, the linearity of functions, number of variables, inde-
pendence of the variables, etc.
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